Abstract. Let G be a finite group with 0(G) = \,A a standard component of G and X the normal closure of A in G. Furthermore, assume that C(A) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. Then conditions are given on A which imply that either X = A or C(A) has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 2. These results are then applied to the cases where A is isomorphic to • 0 or Ru, the proper 2-fold covering of the Rudvalis group.
1. Introduction. The combined work of Aschbacher and Seitz [2] , [6] reduces the problem of classifying finite groups with a standard component A of known type to the case where CiA) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. The object of this paper is to show that in many cases, the problem may be further reduced to the case where C(A) has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 2. Our main results are proved in §2 and are then applied in § §3 and 4 to the cases where A is isomorphic to Ru and -0, respectively, with Ru being the full covering group of the Rudvallis group.
The author would like to thank Michael Aschbacher for improving the original version of Theorem 1. (ii) m(A) = 1 and X is isomorphic to L3(q), q = -1 (mod 4), q ¥= 3, or U3(l), q = 1 (mod 4).
(iii) Rg < N(A)for some g E G -N(A).
Proof. Assume that X =£ A and let g E G -N(A) so that Q = Kg n N(A) has Sylow 2 subgroup T of maximal order. If | T\ = \R |, then (iii) holds.
Hence assume that \T\ < \R\. Since K is tightly embedded in G and 2-nilpotent by Burnside's transfer theorem, N(RX) covers N(A)/0(N(A)) for 1 i= Rx < R. Thus if \RX\ > \T\ and Rxh < N(RX) for some h EG, then h E N(A), hence Rxh < NK(RX) -RNn(K¿Rx) which forces /?,* = R, and shows that Rx is weakly closed in N(RX) with respect to G. This implies that |T| > 1, for otherwise ÜX(R) < Z(G) by the Z* theorem [10] [1] , A!" must be isomorphic to L3(q), q = -1 (mod 4), q ¥= 3 or U3(q), q = 1 (mod 4), hence (ii) holds.
We may now assume that | T\ > 2 and, in addition, that T normalizes R. By Hence TxO(C)<JCL(t). By hypothesis, C/Q(C) has no Z4 or Z2 X Z4 normal subgroup, therefore we must have C = <C¿ (t), p} where <f" TfrO(C)<C.
Assuming that Tf normalizes Tx and again invoking our hypothesis in
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use conjunction with the fact that Qx(fx) = ñ,(ff) = <f>, we have_<T" if) -Qs. A contradiction may now be established by noting that if T0 is the Z4 subgroup of <[fx, ff) not equal to f, or ff, then f0O(C)< C.
Theorem 2 extends [9, Proposition 5.2]. Many, but not all, of the sporadic groups satisfy Hypothesis I and, therefore, Theorem 2 should be useful in these standard component problems.
Suppose now that G and A satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 except that A does not satisfy Hypothesis I. Then the conclusion of Theorem 2 no longer holds. In fact, counterexamples exist when G is isomorphic to Aut(F5) [12] with A isomorphic to the proper 2-fold covering of the Higman-Sims group HS and G is isomorphic to the O'Nan-Sims group [13] with A isomorphic to a perfect central extension of Z4 by L3(4). Note that HS has an involution whose centralizer has a normal Z4 subgroup whereas L3(4) has an involution whose centralizer has a normal Z2 x Z4 subgroup. At any rate, Theorem 1 may be helpful in these problems since it asserts that if X ¥= A, then there exists g E G -N(A) such that Q = Kg n N(A) has Sylow 2-subgroup Rg and Q is tightly embedded in QA with Rg acting faithfully on A. One should then be able to use the structure of A to determine \R\.
3. The case A » Ru. Let Ru be the simple group of order 214 • 33 • 53 • 7 • 13-29 whose existence was first proposed by Rudvalis and later confirmed by Conway and Wales [7] . The multiplier of Ru is known to have order 2 and the outer automorphism group is trivial (see [11] ). The character tables of both Ru and Ru have been computed by Frame and Rudvalis. The elements of 2 power order of Ru are listed in the following table: ere nA represents a class of elements of order n, < -1> is the center and ± nA denotes a double class of elements.
Lemma 3.1. Let A « Ru. Then A satisfies Hypothesis I.
Proof. Let A = A/Z(A) and t be an involution of A. It is clear from Table I that A has 2 classes of involutions, denoted by 2A and 2B. Furthermore it is known that if t E 2A then Cj(f) is 2-constrained of order 214 • 3 ■ 5 with Cj(t)/02(Cj(i)) « S5 whereas if t E 2B, then Cr(f) = EA X 5,(8) (see [11] ). Moreover, if í is an element of order 4, then by Table I , |Cj(J)|2 < 210. It now follows that in either case, C¿(t) has no Z4 or Z2 X Z4 normal subgroup and 0(C¿(~t)) = 1. Thus A satisfies Hypothesis I as required. Table I that all involutions of A -Z(A) are 4th powers whereas z is not. Therefore z is isolated in A, hence in L as well and we may conclude from the Z* theorem [10] that z £ Z(G). This is incompatible with X =£ A and the proof is completed.
4. The case A = • 0. We begin by enumerating well-known properties of • 0 (see [6] ). -0 is a perfect group with center of order 2 and central quotient group isomorphic to • 1. The outer automorphism group of • 1 is trivial and -0 is a representation group for • 1. Moreover • 1 has 3 classes of involutions, denoted by (2,), (22) and (23). If r¡ E (2,) and L, = £,(/)), then L, is an extension of Qs * Q% * Qg * Q% by ßg*'(2), L2 is an extension of E2n by Aut(MX2) and L3 is isomorphic to E4 X G2(4) extended by an involution which acts as the field automorphism on G2(4) and together with 02(L3) generates a DB subgroup. It is now evident that the following holds.
Lfmma 4.1. -1 satisfies Hypothesis I.
